ARBUTUS

The Arbutus Advantage
With hundreds of unique and advanced
capabilities, Arbutus is fast, effective, and
efficient – ideal for today’s audit work
environment.
Based on 25 years of software innovation
excellence, Arbutus will help you achieve the
highest level of business assurance within your
organization.
Already using data analysis software? Learn how
Arbutus is compatible with your existing audit
analysis tools. Switching is fast and easy.
Contact us today and get started with a free
45-day license of Arbutus!

“I love Smart Search because it gives me the ability
to quickly and easily filter down results to the key
data. I use Analyzer to do all my ad-hoc analysis
when an anomaly is found. I am not familiar with
any other tool that can take millions of records and
distill them down the way I need it done with so few
keystrokes.”
Jean-Guy Pitre, CFE, CISA
Wireless Express
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The Arbutus Advantage
Arbutus is committed to providing the very best in audit-specific analytics. We do this by
creating and enhancing audit analysis capabilities to meet the needs of our users. If you are
currently using another audit analytics technology, here are some new or enhanced capabilities
you will only find in Arbutus.
Shared Folders
Arbutus allows any objects to be shared, whether they are tables, procedures, views, or any
other object types. Shared folders also allow any number of projects or users to share the same
object definition. This dramatically reduces administration costs associated with deployment
across groups of users.
Smart Search
Arbutus Smart Search can best be described as “Google for your data”. It allows you to easily
search for any term or terms in your data, automatically creating an appropriate filter for your
query. You can search the entire record, or select specific fields that are of interest. Plus, any
type of field can be searched, so you can look for patterns in dates and numbers as well.

Google a field or full
record using Smart
Search. Search on
one or multiple terms.
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Enhanced View Capabilities, Including Triggers
Arbutus Views include powerful new capabilities that allow you to get the most information from
your data. These include:
• View triggers that allow you to highlight individual cells in your data
• Quick filter Near allows you to instantly identify all records that are similar to a selected
item
• Thin filter optimization dramatically improves the performance when viewing data
using filters that exclude most records
• Related and computed fields can now be distinctly identified in the View. The colors are
customizable, and allow for easy identification of non-physical fields

Learn more about why your team
should use Arbutus. Visit
arbutussoftware.com/
10-reasons-to-like-arbutus

“Analyzer has become an integral piece of my
department. I could not do my job without it!”
Matthew White,
Senior Systems Auditor, HMSA
Use Analyzer’s over 100
functions to set up colorized
triggers to highlight values
in your view
Use the tabs to easily toggle
between multiple opened data
sources

Sophisticated Duplicate Testing
Arbutus allows you to identify the widest range of duplicates. In addition to “All the Same”,
Arbutus offers “Same-Same-Different”, “Same-Same-Near” and “Same-Same-Similar”.
Compare Tables
With Arbutus, you can compare any two tables for differences. With just a few clicks, you can
find out what has been added, deleted, or changed. Importantly, the Compare command does
not require that the data be sorted, so it can be used to compare any data files, regardless of
format.
Powerful Data Export Capabilities
Arbutus offers the widest range of data export capabilities. For example, you can:
• Export directly to any database via ODBC
• Export to multiple tabs in Excel spreadsheets
Fuzzy Matching
Arbutus features a wide range of fuzzy matching capabilities utilizing the powerful DamerauLevenshtein algorithm. This can be used within the same file or file-to-file testing in areas such
as audit tests (e.g., test for similar vendor and employee addresses), data harmonization or
de-duplication, cost recovery, security matches between systems, and data quality testing.
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Multiple Tables Open At The Same Time
Arbutus allows any number of tables to be open at the same time. Each open table is shown in
a separate tab, and you just click on any tab to switch tables. You have the option of:
• Closing the currently open table when you open a new one, every time
• Leaving the currently open table open and adding another table, every time
• Selectively choosing between closing the current table or opening another table
Enhanced Procedure/Scripting Capabilities
• Colorized Procedure Editor not only highlights syntax problems, but easily allows you to
understand the commands
• Procedure “step mode” allows you to execute your procedure one command at a time,
inspecting or correcting the environment as you go
• Procedure “Breakpoints” allow you to enter step mode at any time during the procedure, so
you can skip over the portions that are operating correctly
• “Save and Run” allows you to easily make changes, then see their effect
• The ability to “lock” procedures so they can’t be viewed or edited, which ensures your
procedures are safe
• Enhanced Dialog boxes allow broad user input. Specialized controls allow file selection
dialogs, as well as numeric-only and date-only fields
• Identifying matching parentheses within colorized procedure editor ensures your formulas
are built correctly

“We prefer the use of Arbutus Analyzer over other
analysis tools in our various forensic investigation
projects.”
Mike Mumford,
Luminescent Inc.
“Arbutus has outstanding customer service
and technical support. Its delivery is above and
beyond any other data analysis software I
have used.”
Margie Reinhart,
CEO, Reinhart Forensic Consulting LLC

DateTime Fields
Arbutus DateTime fields may include date, time, or both. They are supported in any format, so
you can compare and manipulate DateTimes in multiple and different formats.
Read Delimited Data Directly
Any delimited file, of any size, can be read directly without data conversion, meaning no waiting
when reading larger delimited files. As well, delimited table definitions can be dynamically
adjusted to support new data. If your data changes, it is easy to adjust the definition.
Integrate Excel With Your Automated Tests
Use Excel to launch Arbutus procedures using LegacyLink™. Just click on a spreadsheet to
initiate an automated analysis, and the results easily load into your sheet.
Fastest Results
No data analysis software produces faster results than Arbutus. It has repeatedly been proven to
be significantly faster than any other audit analytics software.
Long, Meaningful Names
The names of tables, fields, procedures, and more can be up to 127 characters in length. This
not only allows users to utilize meaningful names throughout their interaction with Arbutus, but
also ensures maximum compatibility with other products that support long names.
Re-use Printed Report Definitions
For multiple reports with the same structure, Arbutus allows the first report definition that
was created to be easily re-used and modified, minimizing the effort needed when defining
similar data.
Project Converter
Switching from other audit analysis software is quick and easy. Projects from your existing audit
software are automatically converted into Arbutus projects with just a few mouse clicks.
This is just the start. There are hundreds of new or enhanced capabilities in Arbutus Audit
Analytics. If you are interested in learning more about the advantages of Arbutus, visit our
website www.arbutussoftware.com/10-reasons-to-like-arbutus.

Based on 25 years of innovation excellence, Arbutus delivers the
very best in purpose-built audit analytics technology to meet the
exacting demands of today’s business environment. Auditors,
business analysts, and fraud investigators rely on Arbutus to
enhance their testing, analysis, and compliance capabilities.

ARBUTUS SOFTWARE INC.
#270-6450 Roberts Street,
Burnaby, BC V5G 4E1 Canada

Toll Free: 1.877.333.6336
T: 604.437.7873 | F: 604.437.7872
General Inquiries:
info@ArbutusSoftware.com
Technical Support:
support@ArbutusSoftware.com

To learn more about these and other Arbutus advantages, please contact us.
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